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Mentor and Speaker Hub

Our goal is to connect speakers with mentors
to assist in preparing technical sessions and 

improving presentation skills

Interested? Read more and get in touch
https://mashprogram.wordpress.com



The hackers want your data. The hackers want your money

There is a hacker attack each 39 seconds
30,000 new websites attacked daily. 
180 days to detect a breach in information security 
95% of cyber security breaches are due to human error
53% of successful cyber attacks are not even detected



Top 10 Web Application Security Risks

Source: https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/



Client-side Middle tier Database

APEX architecture



A01:2021-Broken 
Access Control A03:2021-Injection

A07:2021-Identification 
and Authentication 
Failures



What an APEX developer should know

Designed by Freepik



Application level 

          

Proper security 
configuration

App Builder -> Application XXXXX -> Shared Component -> Security Attributes

A01: 2021- Broken access control
          Access control enforces policy such that users cannot act outside of their 
intended permissions
A07: 2021- Identification and Authentication failure

Confirmation of the user's identity, authentication, and session management





Authentication Scheme          

      Account lockout

      Password complexity 

      Password reset vs Account Password Lifetime (days)

      
      Password storage

      Two Factor Authentication

       Google reCAPTCHA
                                



Authorization Vulnerability

      only the log-in page is public; all other pages have authorization enabled

     

      page, reports, buttons and processes can all be protected 

      authorization consistency



Authorization Vulnerability
          

          check authorization on pages:

a)                  b)
Utilities -> Cross Page Utilities 

select * from apex_application_pages 
 where application_id = XXXXX 
   and AUTHORIZATION_SCHEME is null 



Authorization Vulnerability
          





Application level

      disable Browser Cache 

      Autocomplete turned off 

      Session Timeout

      Session idle in seconds

    Embed in Frames    
      

 
Remove Unused Apps & Workspaces     

define application process conditions

restrict access by IP Addresses

Run Only MODE in production



URL Tampering 
          

Use Session State 
Protection

A03: Injection
          URL Tampering - The Web Parameter Tampering attack is based on the 
manipulation of parameters exchanged between client and server in order to 
modify application data



Session State protection (application level)   

      Session State Protection prevents URL Tampering 

      APEX_UTIL.prepare_url to generate checksum
      
                                                                     



Session State protection (page level)      



Session State Protection (item level)        



Cross-Site Scripting attacks
          

A03: Injection
         Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) – inject JavaScript code into websites

Don’t trust user’s 
input



Hidden Item Tampering          

A03: Injection
         Hidden Item Tampering -  A malicious user could manually alter the values 
of hidden items causing your application to function in an unintended way

Hidden and Protected



Hidden Item Tampering

      Item protection

     
      validate user input



Display Only

      Display Item - Protection

        
      



Display Only

      Display Item - Unescaped output

        
      



Cross-Site Scripting attacks
          



Unescaped Output

       avoid substitution syntax &<ITEM_NAME>.  in the code

        use APEX_ESCAPE

      



SQL Injection          

A03: Injection
        SQL Injection - is a code injection technique used to attack data-driven 
applications, in which malicious SQL statements are inserted into an entry field 
for execution

Bind variable



SQL Injection

use bind variables

      

      



SQL Injection



Application level

 Error handling function (apex.oracle.com/api)

https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/application-express/21.1/aeapi/Example-of-an-Error-Handling-Function.html#GUID-2CD75881-1A59-4787-B04B-9AAEC14E1A82


         Security tools

Monitoring

Adviser

Security Scan



Monitor activity

• views APEX_WORKSPACE_ACTIVITY_LOG, APEX_WORKSPACE_ACCESS_LOG   

• Administration -> Monitor Activity



APEX Advisor

perform various sanity 
checks on your 
application: checks for 
errors, security issues, 
performance bottlenecks, 
usability and quality 
assurance.

App Builder -> 
Application XXXXX -

> Utilities



 APEX Sert

APEX application that 
evaluates your APEX 
applications for security 
vulnerabilities

supports APEX 4.2, 5.0 & 
5.1

https://github.com/OraOpenSource
/apex-sert



APEXSec

performs security scans 
of APEX applications 
from 3.x through to 21.1

https://apexsec.recx.co.uk/



sqlmap

is an “open source 
penetration testing tool 
that automates the 
process of detecting and 
exploiting SQL injection 
flaws and taking over of 
database servers”

https://sqlmap.org/
https://github.com/sqlmapproject/s
qlmap

https://sqlmap.org/


DO-IT-Yourself Tool

Select * from < APEX Views>



Bind variable

Don’t trust user input

Session State 
Protection

Proper security 
configuration
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